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From: Eric Danner - NOAA Federal <eric.danner@noaa.gov>


Sent: Wednesday, May 1, 2019 10:52 AM


To: Ann Marie Osterback - NOAA Affiliate


Subject: Re: ROCon Appendix - WRLCM model description


Hi Ann-Marie - this looks good to me, but we should discuss it with Noble tomorrow. I don't want to create


busy work, but also really like the idea of things being very well documented.


On Tue, Apr 30, 2019 at 2:23 PM Ann Marie Osterback - NOAA Affiliate <annmarie.osterback@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hey Eric,


So Appendix H (the WRLCM model description) from Cal Water Fix is verbatim the white paper that Noble


(and you and others) wrote in 2017 (attached). It does not include any specifics about CWF and instead is a


general description of how the model was developed, its assumptions, and what parameters were


estimated. I'm pretty sure this is up-to-date, but should double-check with Noble.


Given that, it seems like one (super low effort) option to inform Evan's ROCon WRLCM section would be to


include the identical Appendix, but instead describe deviations from the described model for the ROCon


analysis (which I think the only change is using the Newman model instead of the ePTM, but need to check


with Noble about that too).


I wrote a quick and dirty paragraph including this justification (see track changes in Evan's attached ROCon


WRLCM blurb). Do you think something like this is sufficient for Evan's needs? The other option would be to


re-write the entire WRLCM description, eliminating all references to the ePTM and replacing them with the


Newman model. If the Newman model was going to be around for awhile (which it sounds like it will not),


that would be a worthwhile effort. But not sure if it's worth it for the ROCon appendix?


I'm happy to work on whatever you think is appropriate. I just wanted to send you my initial thoughts before I


spend too much time going down a potentially wrong direction.


Check out my track changes in the attached word doc (page 4),


Ann-Marie


--

Ann-Marie K. Osterback


NMFS Southwest Fisheries Science Center

110 McAllister Way


Santa Cruz, CA 95060


(831) 420-3973


annmarie.osterback@noaa.gov


--
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Eric Danner, Ph.D.


Supervisory Research Ecologist


Fisheries Ecology Division, Southwest Fisheries Science Center


110 McAllister Way


Santa Cruz, CA 95060


831-420-3917
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